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The Python ARM Radar Toolkit is a package for reading, visualizing, correcting and analysing data from
weather radars. Development began to meet the needs of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Climate Research Facility and has since expanded to provide a general-purpose framework for working with
data from weather radars in the Python programming language. The toolkit is built on top of libraries
in the Scientific Python ecosystem including NumPy, SciPy, and matplotlib, and makes use of Cython for
interfacing with existing radar libraries written in C and to speed up computationally demanding algorithms. The source code for the toolkit is available on GitHub and is distributed under a BSD license.
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(1) Overview
Introduction

Weather radars are ideally suited to provide remotely
sensed data of the state of the atmosphere over a wide
geographic area. These instruments are capable of providing measurements related to the size, concentration,
shape and motion of cloud and precipitation droplets. At
frequencies below 4 GHz, these instruments are capable of
detecting air motion during clear sky conditions by probing the differences in air density. Unlike other sensors,
weather radars operate and provide meaningful measurements at all times and in most conditions. Additionally,
radar measurements are not severely affected by clouds
and dense precipitation, which limits the range of optical
instruments.
The data provided by weather radars are often used for
the near real-time forecasting of weather events by meteorologists, but can also be used to initialize and direct
numerical weather predictions, provide key insights on
atmospheric processes, serve as input for hydrological
models, and develop climatological statistics. Given the
wide uses of data from weather radar, it is not surprising
that there has been considerable investment in the development and operation of these instruments worldwide.
Networks of radars cover much of the inhabited regions
of North America and Europe, providing updated views of

the atmosphere for these continents multiple times per
hour.
Measurements made by weather radars contain a
tremendous amount of information, yet considerable
effort must be made to extract out scientifically meaningful parameters. The raw voltage measurements must
be converted into spectra from which moments are
extracted using signal-processing routines. Quality control and correction routines are typically applied to flag
and remove known artifacts from these radar measurements after which retrieval algorithms can be applied
to derive geophysical parameters such as precipitation
type and amount, wind speeds and directions, and cloud
type [1, 2].
These corrected radar moments and retrieved properties
can be analysed in a variety of ways to provide additional
insight. For example, methods can be used to map how
conditions change over time allowing the development of
models that explain and predict atmospheric processes.
Routines that identify and categorize features in the data
can be run over large amounts of radar data to provide
statistical information on weather and climate patterns.
Processing, correcting and analysing weather radar data
covers a wide range of computational disciplines and
fields. The instrument itself accomplishes some of this
computational work, typically the signal processing steps
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and a limited amount of quality control and correction
of moments. Other software must be used for additional
processing and analysis. Given the wide scope of information that weather radars can provide, having flexible and
extendable software is key. Users of such software will
have a wide range of needs from basic visualization of
the data to the development of complex processing pipelines. Ideally software should be easy to use for common
tasks yet allow advanced users access to more powerful
features.
In this paper, we describe the Python ARM Radar Toolkit,
hereafter Py-ART, an open source Python package built on
top of modules in the scientific Python ecosystem that can
be used to visualize, correct and analyse radar data in a
number of formats. This package provides a framework
for working with radar data in Python from which sophisticated workflows can be created for end-to-end analysis.
A short history of the package will be given followed by
a discussion of the features of the package. The next section provides details on the implementation of the toolkit
as well as information on software engineering practices
and tools used to develop and insure the software is of
high quality. This is followed by information on the availability of the software and a short section on how portions of the whole package can be reused in future radar
software.
History of the package

The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Climate
Research facility (ARM) is a US Department of Energy
program, which provides in situ and remote sensing
observatories to the climate research community [3, 4].
The program’s mission is to improve the understanding and representation of clouds and aerosols. Since the
early 1990’s, the program has been collecting and providing data to users from a wide array of instruments
which probe the atmosphere. With investments from the
American Recovery Act, the program acquired a number
of scanning cloud and precipitation radars and upgraded
existing profiling systems. The Python ARM Radar Toolkit
(Py-ART) was created in order to work with the data from
these new radars when existing software was not found to
meet the needs of the program.
As development of Py-ART progressed, it was recognized
that many of the processes and algorithms contained
within the software were not unique to the ARM program
and would be of use to the wider radar community. In
2013, Py-ART was released as open source software and
the scope of the project expanded to address the needs of
the nascent open source radar community. New features
were added to the toolkit such as the ability to read files
from non-ARM radars, and a community of developers and
users both within the ARM program but also outside of
the program formed around the software. Today, Py-ART
contains contributions from developers at universities,
government programs, and radar enthusiasts from around
the globe. The user base is continuously growing as users
learn of the package through short courses and presentations at conferences, the project’s online documentation,
and word of mouth from other users.

Implementation and architecture
Features and Use

Py-ART is a Python package that provides a variety of routines for reading, processing, analysing and visualizing
data from weather radars. The package is organized in a
number of sub-packages roughly separated by the type of
functionality they provide.
The core sub-packages contain the Radar and Grid
classes. These are the primary objects used throughout
Py-ART to store moments, pointing information and metadata from weather radars in the native elevation, azimuth
and range coordinates or Cartesian coordinates. Other
functions within Py-ART create, modify or visualize data
within these classes. The Radar class stores data from a
single radar volume in memory using a layout which is
based upon the structures used to store radar volumes on
disk as recommended by the CF/Radial convention [5].
The io sub-package provides the ability to read in radar
data from a number of common radar file formats into
Radar and Grid objects. This sub-package also contains
routines for writing data from Radar and Grid objects
out to disk as NetCDF files. Support for reading data from
additional file formats is provided in the aux_io subpackage. Formats supported in this sub-package are more
limited in scope than those in the io sub-package. A summary of the file formats supported by Py-ART is given in
Table 1.
The graph sub-package contains classes and routines for
visualizing radar data. The RadarDisplay class can be used
to plot data from radar volumes made up of plan position indicator (PPI) or range-height indicator (RHI) sweeps
as well as from vertically pointing instruments. Figure 1
shows an example plot created using the RadarDisplay
class to plot an RHI sweep from an X-band radar operated by the ARM program at its Southern Great Plains
site. Data from PPI scans or Cartesian grids can be visualized on cartographic maps using the RadarMapDisplay
or GridMapDisplay classes. Figure 2 plots PPI scans
from an ARM C-Band radar which was created using the
RadarMapDisplay class. The sub-modules also contain
a RadarDisplay_Airborne class for plotting data from
radars attached to aircraft as well as a number of colormaps appropriate for plotting various radar moments.

Format

Reading

CfRadial

X

CSU Chill

X

GAMIC

Partial

MDV

X

NEXRAD Level II

X

NEXRAD Level III

X

ODIM H5

Partial

Sigmet

X

UF

X

Writing
X

X

Table 1: Radar file formats supported by Py-ART.
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Figure 1: A plot of an RHI scan from an X-band radar operated by ARM at their Southern Great Plains site created using
Py-ART.

Figure 2: A plot of a PPI scan from an ARM C-band r adar
at the Southern Great Plains site created using the
RadarMapDisplay class in Py-ART.
The correct sub-module contains algorithms for correcting artifacts found in radar data. Multiple routines
are included for unfolding or dealiasing radial Doppler
velocities based upon the FourDD algorithm [6], multidimensional phase unwrapping [7, 8] and a novel regionbased algorithm. The sub-module also contains routines
for correcting attenuation using polarametric variables [9]
and processing differential phase using a linear programming method [10]. A limited number of radar retrievals
are available in the retrieve sub-module.
The map sub-module provides routines for creating regular Cartesian grids from data from one or multiple radars.
Grid points are found by interpolation of all radar gates
within a specified radius of influence using Cressman [11]
or Barnes [12] weighting. Figure 3 shows a mosaic over
the Chicago, IL region created from radar volumes from
five NEXRAD radars in the area.
Py-ART is written predominately in the Python programming language [13]. Python is a high-level, interpreted

Figure 3: A mosaic of radar reflectivity from five NEXRAD
radars near the Chicago, IL area during an intense rainfall event created using the gridding and visualization
features in Py-ART.
programming language that is known for its expressive,
concise and easy to read syntax. Python is a general purpose programming language with a large standard library
and comprehensive repository of third-party packages
that includes a rich set of open source libraries designed
for scientific computing.
Py-ART makes use of many of these scientific Python
libraries. The multi-dimensional array data structure from
the NumPy library [14] is used as an effective means of
storing numerical radar data in memory. Routines in
NumPy as well as from the SciPy library [15] are used
within Py-ART to operate upon these arrays at speeds
that approach those of compiled programming languages. Visualization in Py-ART makes use of matplotlib
[16], another Python library widely used in the scientific
community. Increasingly, data used in the atmospheric
sciences community is stored and shared in NetCDF
(Network Common Data Format [17]) files. Many weather
radars offer an option to output data in this format. In
order to read and write from this format, Py-ART uses the
netcdf4-python library [18].
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Portions of Py-ART are written in Cython, a superset
of Python that translates to C that is compiled to create a Python extension module. Cython allows Python
code to interface with C and C++ routines and is used
in Py-ART to interface with the TRMM RSL library [19] as
well as to create a Python wrapper around the FourDD
[6] dealiasing algorithm. Py-ART also uses Cython to
speed up numerical Python routines by adding static
types to some of the variables. This process is only used
when these routines cannot be efficiently written using
NumPy or SciPy and the performance improvements
obtained by using Cython are significant. A small portion of Py-ART is written in Fortran and uses f2py [20] to
interface with Python.
Development and project hosting of Py-ART are done on
GitHub. This service allows Py-ART to make use of a hosted
git version control system for tracking changes to the software’s source code. In addition, GitHub provides a bug
tracker, feature request system, wiki, and documentation
hosting for the project. Contributions to Py-ART are typically submitted as a “pull request” through GitHub. All of
the contributions by core developers follow this process.

the source code and formatted nicely using the numpydoc
Sphinx extension [23]. The examples included in the documentation are also generated using Sphinx using an extension originally developed by the scikit-learn [24] project.
These examples execute code on real radar data and serve
as a limited set of functional tests for Py-ART.

Quality control
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To insure that high quality, working software is released,
Py-ART includes, maintains and runs a large suite of unit
tests, which exercise the majority of the functionality of
the package. The nose testing framework [21] is used to
design and run tests in Py-ART. Plug-ins to this package
provide details on the code coverage of the test suite,
which is monitored and used to find regions of code that
require additional units tests.
To insure that new additions to Py-ART work and do
not break existing functionality, a continuous integration platform run by Travis CI builds the package from
source and runs the unit tests upon each commit to the
repository. These same checks are run on pull requests
submitted by contributors. If these tests fail, the developers are notified so that modifications to the code can
be made to fix these issues prior to merging the changes
into Py-ART.
To aid end users and developers in using and understanding Py-ART, a comprehensive set of documentation
is available. This includes both a User and Developer
Reference Manual, which provide a listing of all functions
and classes in the packages aimed at either users or developers of the package. A number of examples are also available which provide pre-written scripts that demonstrate
some of the common use cases of Py-ART.
This documentation is built using the Sphinx
documentation generator [22] that creates the HTML

documentation, which is hosted on GitHub. This website
is automatically updated by Travis CI whenever new code
is added to ensure that the documentation and code stay
in sync.
Documentation of the functions, classes and methods is
included directly in the source code as comments formatted
as reStructuredText following the standards used in NumPy
and SciPy. These “docstrings” are extracted by Sphinx from

(2) Availability

Operating system

Linux, OS X, and Windows.
Programming language

Python 2.6 and 2.7, 3.3, 3.4. and 3.5
Additional system requirements

None.

Dependencies

NumPy 1.6+, SciPy 0.11+, matplotlib 1.1+, netcdf4-python
1.0.2+. Additional optional dependencies required for certain features.
List of contributors

Software location

Archive (e.g. institutional repository, general repository)
(required)
Name: Figshare
Persistent identifier: https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.2202553.v1
Licence: BSD
Publisher: UChicago Argonne LLC
Version published: 1.6.0
Date published: 02/15/16
Code repository (e.g. SourceForge, GitHub etc.) (required)
Name: GitHub
Identifier: https://github.com/ARM-DOE/pyart
Licence: BSD
Date published: 02/01/16
Language

English

(3) Reuse potential
Despite being a relatively new software package, Py-ART
is already seeing use within the meteorology and weather
radar research communities. Py-ART drives the back end
of a number of websites that provide plots of data from
weather radars. Py-ART is used at universities and research
institutes to visualize and process data from weather
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radars for both educational and research activities including a recent publication where Py-ART was used to detect
radar signatures of deep convection [25].
Often Py-ART is one component in a workflow that
includes a number of radar software packages. This
includes other open source weather radar libraries including wradlib [26], RadX [27], and BALTRAD [28]. Members
from these packages along with the authors recently
worked together to provide a vision for open source radar
software [19] and built a Virtual Machine which includes
these software packages for use in a short course on open
source radar software [29].
Py-ART has been designed to allow the reuse of many
of its individual components. When possible, the implementation of an algorithm or routine was separated
from the architecture of the package. For example, to
read in data from a NEXRAD Level III file in Py-ART, a
user would use the read_nexradl_level3 function that
returns a Radar instance. The NEXRADLevel3File class
allows for low-level access to NEXRAD files that does
not use the Radar class data model. In fact, the module
that contains the NEXRADLevel3File is not coupled to
any portions of Py-ART and can be used independently
from the rest of the package. Many of the other functions
which read in data from files follow this setup, with a
class providing low-level access to the file content which
can be reused outside of Py-ART. Many of Py-ART’s processing and analysis routines are also designed in a twolayer manner where the top layer uses Py-ART specific
classes and objects, and the lower layer uses more basic
variables.
In addition to being re-usable, Py-ART is also extendable. The classes and functions within Py-ART can serve
as a base upon which additional functionality can be
built. Already, members of the community have written
the ARM Radar Toolkit Viewer, ARTView [30], an interactive radar viewing browser using Py-ART as a base. Tim
Lang from NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center has
released a number of packages that extend Py-ART to provide additional processing methods including PyTDA for
detecting Turbulence and PyBlock for estimating beam
blockage [31]. Colorado State University has released
a CSU_RadarTools package that contains Python tools
for polarimetric radar retrievals [32]. The documentation for these packages uses Py-ART for data loading and
visualization.
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